Read the questions carefully and circle the correct option from question number 8 to 30

1. Listen to the letter I call out and write it in the blank.
   Answer: ______________

2. Listen to the letter I call out and write it in the blank.
   Answer: ______________

3. Write the word I call out.
   Answer: ______________

4. Write the sentence I read out.
   Answer: _______________________________________________________________________

5. Write the first letter of the picture given.
   Answer: ____ OOK

6. Write the word for the picture.
   Answer: ______________________
7. Write a sentence using the word ‘pencil’.

__________________________________________

8. Choose the picture matching the word given below.

CROCODILE

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

9. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.

Every morning, I ______ my teeth.
   a) comb       b) wash       c) brush       d) pray

10. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
    Sheila will go to a _____________ to get her skirt stitched.
       a) tailor       b) barber       c) weaver       d) cobbler

11. Which of the following is a vehicle?
    a) track       b) trip       c) trunk       d) tractor

12. See the picture and choose the word with the same starting letter of the animal in the picture.

    a) bat       b) hot       c) open       d) ear

13. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
    The donkey ________ from a distant place.
       a) barks       b) quacks       c) brays       d) roars

14. Choose the correct pair of words to complete the sentence.
    I went to a ___________ nearby to collect a __________ from my friend.
       a) diary, dairy       b) dairy, diary       c) diary, diary       d) dairy, dairy

15. Which vehicle has three wheels?
    a) cycle       b) tricycle       c) bicycle       d) motorcycle
16. Choose the correct spelling.
   a) hite  b) hight  c) height  d) hieght

17. Choose the word which does not rhyme with the other given words.
   a) but  b) cut  c) nut  d) put

18. Choose the opposite of the underlined word.
   Ashok is a **bright** student.
   a) white  b) clever  c) dull  d) light

19. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
   There is no water in the bottle. It is _______.
   a) full  b) half full  c) half empty  d) empty

20. Choose the appropriate word to complete the sentence.
   Water the plants ________ they may die.
   a) but  b) or  c) so  d) and

21. Choose the sentence that has the correct order of words.
   a) My is this room  b) This is my room  c) Room is my this  d) Is my this room

22. Choose the action word in the sentence below.
   The cock crows in the morning.
   a) cock  b) crows  c) in  d) morning

23. Choose the correct option to fill the blank.

   ![Image of a boy standing under a tree]
   A boy is standing ___________ the tree.
   a) in  b) on  c) above  d) under

24. Choose the word that BEST completes the sentence below.
   Varun has new shoes. He wore ____ to school today.
   a) it  b) them  c) theirs  d) its

25. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
   A frog ______ insects.
   a) eat  b) eats  c) eating  d) eaten
26. Choose the correct question for the answer given.
Q: ________________
   A: The pen is on the table.
      a) Why is the pen?  b) How is the pen?
      c) Where is the pen?  d) Who is the pen?

Read the following story and answer the questions 27 and 28
Mulla was lying on his mat with his eyes closed.
His brother-in-law went up to him and asked, “Are you asleep?”
“Why are you asking?” Mulla asked.
His brother-in-law replied, “I was wondering if you could lend me three hundred
rupees”.
Mulla said, “Well, Let’s return to your first question- Am I asleep? The answer is yes,
I am. So leave me alone!”

27. What was Mulla doing when his brother-in-law met him?
   a) asking  b) resting  c) sleeping  d) counting

28. Which word correctly describes Mulla?
   a) selfish  b) sleepy  c) clever  d) friendly

Look at the picture story below and answer the questions 29 and 30.

29. To reach something that is high up, the little boy had to _______ his hands.
    a) hold  b) bend  c) raise  d) spread

30. Where is the boy standing in Picture 3?
    a) on the wall  b) on the ladder  c) on the ground  d) on the elephant